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Demonstration of a Novel Network Architecture

Using Optical Burst Rings for Interpod
Communications in Data Centers
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose to use a novel network ar-
chitecture of multiple optical burst rings to improve the interpod
communications of the internal networks of data centers. In the
proposed network architecture, bursty and fast-changing interpod
traffic is handled by the electrical core switches, while the relatively
stationary traffic is handled via optical burst rings. Compared to
previously proposed hybrid optical/electrical switching schemes of
using optical circuit switches, the proposed scheme offers high in-
terpod transmission bandwidth, supports large number of pods,
requires smaller connection reconfiguration time, and has better
bandwidth utilization. Moreover, the proposed scheme only em-
ploys relatively low-cost commercial optical components, making
it more practical for near-term implementations.

Index Terms—All-optical networks, data centre, interconnection
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapidly increasing Internet traffic and emerging
Internet services have been driving the development of

data centers. A large-scale data center today greatly relies on
the collective effort of thousands to millions of servers to provide
the required huge computational and data manipulation capabil-
ity. To support multiple-terabits-per-second traffic access from
the Internet, a data center typically organizes its internal net-
work of servers in a two-tier or three-tier tree architecture [1].
Fig. 1 gives an example of a two-tier data center network. The
lower tier consists of either top-of-rack or end-of-row packet
switches (pods) that forward traffic between servers and the
core switches in the upper tier. The core switches (cores) in
upper tier are expensive high-performance packet switches that
forward traffic between the inside and outside of the data center
as well as the traffic between different pods. Servers on racks are
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Fig. 1. Typical two-tier tree network architecture for data centers.

in general connected to pods via Gigabit Ethernet (GE) and/or 10
GE fiber links. Pods are connected with cores via 10 GE, 40 GE
and/or even the upcoming 100 GE fiber links. In recent years,
emerging services such as social networking and data mining
are increasingly important [2], which lead to the interpod traffic
occupying a large percentage of the total traffic. This consumes
a large portion of switching capability of the core switches as
well as a significant amount of xGE (i.e., GE, 10 GE, 40 GE,
or 100 GE) transceivers and fiber links. Note that power con-
sumption and fiber wiring maintenance constitute a major part
of the operational cost of a data center. Finding alternative ways
to effectively handle the interpod traffic has, therefore, attracted
much interest recently.

Several different approaches have been proposed to improve
the interpod traffic switching in the past years [3]–[16]. One
type utilizes interconnection-focused network topologies inside
a data center, e.g., Flat-Tree [3], Dcell [4], BCube [5], and
FiConn [6], which are still based on electrical packet switch-
ing. These schemes can provide better interpod traffic handling
but in general need more wires and transceivers [3]–[5], or
servers to have the packet routing capability [6]. The second
type of approaches uses an all-optical switching network in the
existing data center internal network to deal with all or part of
the interpod traffic. The all-optical switching schemes that are
based on tunable wavelength converters and arrayed waveguide
gratings (AWGs) [7], as well as cascaded semiconductor optical
amplifiers (SOAs) [8]–[10], have been studied. Such AWGs or
SOAs-based optical switches, however, cannot meet the core
switch’s requirement of hundreds of switching ports, acceptable
cost, size, and reliability [11], [12]. Further, the feasible optical
buffer required by the all-optical packet switching schemes is
not yet available [11].
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Fig. 2. Using multiple optical burst rings to additionally interconnect the pods.

A third approach is to additionally interconnect the pods
in a data center with optical circuit switches, such as micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) switches and/or wave-
length selective switches (WSSs) [13]–[16]. Since the required
photonic components are available commercially, this approach
has a better chance of implementation. Optical circuit switches
will have lower power consumption and potentially cost advan-
tages over electrical packet switches when dealing with huge
amount of traffic. In these schemes, bursty and fast-changing
interpod traffic is still handled by the electrical core switches,
while the relatively stationary traffic is handled via the optical
circuit switches. However, some of the requirements of these
schemes may limit their applications in practice. For example,
it is required that the duration of a traffic flow must be much
larger than the switch reconfiguration time, which is tens of
milliseconds for today’s commercial MEMS switches. Also, the
bandwidth required by traffic flows cannot be too much smaller
than a wavelength channel. Otherwise, bandwidth utilization
will be too low to be acceptable. Moreover, MEMS switches
and WSSs are rather bulky and costly for application in data
centers [11], [17].

In this paper, we propose a novel scheme to solve the interpod
communication bottleneck by utilizing multiple optical burst
(OB) rings to interconnect the pods in a data center. Compared
to previously proposed schemes of using optical switches, the
proposed scheme offers smaller connection reconfiguration time
and has better bandwidth utilization. Moreover, the proposed
scheme only employs relatively low-cost commercial optical
components, making it more practical for near-term implemen-
tations. We will describe the architecture and working principle
of the proposed data center network architecture in Section II.
The performance analysis and experimental demonstration of
applying the OB rings in data centers will be given in Section III.
We give the conclusion in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED OB MULTIRING FOR

INTERPOD COMMUNICATIONS

Fig. 2 shows the diagram of using the proposed OB rings
to additionally interconnect pods to alleviate the interpod com-
munication problem. Apart from connecting to the core packet
switches, the pods will also connect each other through the
f OB rings. The proposed multiple OB rings can support
either connectionless or connection-oriented traffic transmis-
sions. Because connectionless transmissions require sophis-
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Fig. 3. Internal architecture of pods with the proposed optical burst
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continuous -mode transmitter, FBG: fiber Bragg grating, FOBS: fast optical
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ticated scheduling while scalability, system complexity, and
computational overhead are important issues for data centers,
we focus on the connection-oriented mode for the f OB rings
and investigate its performance in this paper. We will show that
the multiple burst rings are equivalent to a set of centralized
optical circuit switches interconnecting the pods. As mentioned
in Section I, various previously proposed schemes have demon-
strated that the interpod communication can be enhanced by
utilizing optical switching to offload the long duration traffic
flows from the core electrical packet switches to the optical cir-
cuit switches [13]–[16]. Since the reconfiguration time of the
optical circuit switches is the major performance limiting factor,
in this paper, we will focus on how the proposed OB rings can
operate as large optical switches in data centers but with much
shorter reconfiguration time and with more flexible bandwidth
utilization.

A. OB Ring Architecture

Fig. 3 shows the conceptual internal architecture of a data
center network with the proposed OB rings. A pod is presented
as an equipment designed with pluggable modules or cards.
As usual, some line cards (LCs) in a pod are configured for
accessing the traffic from servers, and some are for connecting
the core electrical packet switches. One or more switch cards
(SCs) in a pod are used to switch and aggregate the traffic.
For a pod being additionally connected by the proposed OB
rings, there are extra pluggable modules inside the pod, i.e., the
optical burst switch cards (OBSCs) which perform all-optical
traffic add/drop to/from the OB rings, and the optical burst line
cards (OBLCs) which send/receive traffic in form of OB signals
to/from other pods, via the optical rings. Apart from this, the
LCs and the SCs, together with the control unit of the equipment,
also have the function of monitoring the xGE traffic from the
attached servers, and making decision to forward the traffic to
the LCs connecting to the core switches or to an OBLC. Once
an OBLC has received traffic from the LCs, it checks whether
an OB connection has been set up to the destination pod of
the traffic. If a connection exists and its available transmission
capability can support the traffic, the OBLC will encapsulate
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Fig. 4. Optical burst frame structure and signaling format.

the traffic into an OB and send it to the rings through an OBSC.
Otherwise, the OBLC will initialize a request for connection
setup procedure. We will discuss the procedure in detail later.

Fig. 4 shows the structure of an OB and the frame format of
the OBs on a ring. Each OBLC will be assigned some dedicated
wavelength channels for transmissions on a ring. To simplify the
illustration, however, we assume that each pod uses only one
OBLC and only one wavelength channel to connect to a ring. For
a ring connecting n pods, there will be n wavelength channels
(λ1 to λn as shown in Fig. 4) on the ring, and each carries the
OBs from the corresponding pod. Every OB is a fixed-length
data unit, which contains the preamble, delimiter, overhead, and
payload fields. A number of OBs form a frame. The OBs on
different wavelength channels are further temporally aligned to
facilitate the control, bandwidth provisioning, and OB reception
in the destination pods. Once a connection has been set up, the
destination pod will be informed of the wavelength channel and
the position of the OB on a frame. The OBSC of the destination
pod then will retrieve the corresponding OBs destined for this
pod from the compound OB signal on the ring, and send it
to OBLC frame by frame until the teardown of the connection.
Hence, multiple connections between two pods are possible. If f
OB rings are used to connect the pods, the number of concurrent
connections between two pods can vary from 1 to f × t, where
t is the number of OBs in a frame.

To further explain the OB add/drop operation principle of
the OB rings, Fig. 3 also shows the schematic of the OBSCs
and LCs. In the OBLC, there are continuous-mode transmitters
(C-Txs) and burst-mode receivers (B-Rxs). Owing to having
dedicated transmission wavelength channels, traditional fixed-
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) transmitters can be
used for the C-Txs. Once an OB is emitted by a C-Tx with its
dedicated wavelength, it will be sent to an OBSC and added
onto the ring via a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) filter. The OB
then passes through all pods on the ring, return to the original
pod, and is filtered out by the FBG filter to allow new OBs to
be added to the ring. As mentioned earlier, corresponding OBs
will be retrieved when the compound OB signal is passing the
destination pod. At each pod, a copy of the OB optical signal is
fed into a silicon-integratable fast optical burst selector (FOBS)
which comprises a demultiplexer (Demux), a fast variable opti-
cal attenuator (VOA) array, and a multiplexer (Mux). The fast
VOA array is configured to change OB by OB to allow only
the predefined wavelength signal to pass through at the speci-
fied OB position. Hence, a copy of the OB will only be sent to
B-Rx of an OBLC of the destination pod. After data are retrieved

from the OB, the OBLC will forward them to the appropriate
LC and further to the appropriate server. Note that the guard
time between OBs mainly depends on the reconfiguration speed
of the VOA array. For example, a guard time of around 300 ns
was adopted in our experiment as described in Section III.

B. Connection Setup and Bandwidth Assignment Management

In the experiment [18], [19], we use a dual control signaling
scheme to perform the connection setup and bandwidth assign-
ment management. As mentioned early, an OBLC initializes a
request for connection setup procedure when it finds no existing
connection or the existing connections do not have the required
bandwidth. The OBLC reports the connection setup request to
the shared out-of-band control wavelength channel (λc in Fig. 4,
i.e., there is a λc transceiver not shown in Fig. 3). In interpod
communication application, the fiber length of the OB rings will
be rather short, e.g., less than 2 or 10 km. A centralized controller
approach will be more effective for the bandwidth/connection
assignment management. Hence, an OBLC of a pod, say Pod
1, on the ring will act as a supernode to regularly collect the
bandwidth/connection requests from the control channel and
compute the OB assignment for the pods. At OB1 (the first
OB) of λ1 of each frame, the super node sends out the up-
dated bandwidth/connection assignment information to all the
pods. In such a way, OB1 of λ1 becomes the broadcast control
channel from supernode (an OBLC of Pod 1) to all pods on
the ring. All OBSCs on the ring are required to tune to λ1 at
OB1 to retrieve the updated bandwidth/connection assignment
information. Then, each OBLC reschedules its OB transmis-
sions/receptions accordingly.

The time required for decoding the instructions of OB1 and
updating scheduling tables can be smaller than 125 μs, i.e., a
frame time in [18] and [19]. We observe that such processing
time can be further reduced by using simplified instructions and
optimized hardware but the total delay required for a ring band-
width/connection reconfiguration will not be smaller than twice
the ring circulation time. It is because one ring circulation is
needed to circulate OB1 to all pods. Another ring circulation
is necessary to complete all OB transmissions on the ring cor-
responding to the old bandwidth/connection assignment. Oth-
erwise, data corruption may occur. Note that the circulation of
OB1 is independent of the status of the pod OBLC. Also, the
pod rescheduling can be independent of each other. Therefore,
the total delay for a bandwidth/connection reconfiguration can
be roughly considered as the maximum of an OBLC processing
time and twice the ring circulation time.

From the detail description of the interpod network architec-
ture using OB rings, the OB rings is equivalent to a three-stage
Clos switching network with parameters (f × t, f × t, n, f ×
t, n) as shown in Fig. 5. In a three-stage Clos switching
network, its characteristic is described with the parameters
(m1 , n3 , r1 , r2 , r3), where m1 is the number of inputs to a first
stage switch, n3 is the number of outputs from a third stage
switch, and r1 , r2 , and r3 are the numbers of switches in the
three stages [20]. In the proposed system, a pod can send traf-
fic to other pods by up to f × t OB connections. Also, up to
f × t OB connections can be set up from other pods to the pod.
Therefore, it will be easy to have the configuration similar to
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Fig. 5. Equivalent Clos switching network blocking performance model for
the proposed optical burst multiring architecture with n pods, f rings, and t
timeslots per wavelength channel.

Fig. 5 if one considers OBs as the links connecting to the first
and third stage switches. From the property of Clos switching
networks, the proposed OB rings are logically equivalent to a
rearrangable nonblocking switch because it meets the criterion
of r2 ≥ max(m1 , n3), i.e., in our case, r2 = m1 = n3 = f × t.
Hence, no blocking will occur if the required numbers of out-
going and incoming OB connections of each pod are not larger
than f × t.

To minimize the system implementation complexity, each
OBLC has no status information of other pods and its OB trans-
mission/reception scheduling totally relies on the information
from supernode. Although the number of outgoing OB con-
nections requested by a pod will not be larger than f × t, the
total number of OB connections requested to connect to a pod
may be larger than that. In principle, after collecting the band-
width/connection requests from all pods, the supernode has to
decide on the number of OB connections to be granted to each
of the pods that have requested OB connections to a pod if the
total number of requests is larger than f × t. The system perfor-
mance can be improved if more sophisticated algorithms/rules
are used to make the decision. As low computational require-
ment is important, the simple round off and random assignment
approach is used in the current version of OB rings.

After assigning the bandwidth, the supernode also has to pre-
pare the scheduling information of OB transmission/reception
for each pod. Otherwise, two or more pods may send data to a
destination pod using the same OB position, i.e., an OB recep-
tion contention occurs at the destination pod. Since the proposed
OB rings are logically equivalent to a three-stage Clos switch-
ing network, many methods are available for the OB schedul-
ing [21], [22]. In the current version of the OB rings, we use
an edge coloring method [23] to solve the OB scheduling prob-
lem by considering connections between pods as edges and the
f × t OB positions as f × t colors. The OB scheduling problem
is solved when we have assigned colors to the edges such that no
pod has two edges with the same color. The edge coloring algo-
rithm has worked quite effectively in solving the OB scheduling
problem but other methods such as the time slot assignment [24]
may be applied if f × t are much larger than n.

Fig. 6 shows an interpod bandwidth assignment matrix for an
optical multiring with n = 4, f = 2, and t = 10. The source pods
are listed in row and the destinations in column. The numbers
in the table are the assigned number of OB connections for the

1 2 3 4 
1 0 9 9 2 
2 3 0 5 8 
3 8 3 0 8 
4 9 6 2 0 

Fig. 6. Interpod bandwidth assignment matrix for an optical multiring with
n = 4, f = 2, and t = 10. The source pods are listed in row and the destinations
in column. The numbers in the table are the granted number of OB connections
for the interpod communications.
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the optical burst multiring should tune to λy wavelength channel in that OB
position.

interpod communications. Actually, the bandwidth assignment
matrix is a manipulated traffic demand matrix from the pods
after the decision from the supernode such that no sum of row
or column is larger than 20, i.e., the maximum number of OBs
that a pod can send/receive in a frame. Using the OB scheduling
method discussed in the previous paragraph, the supernode gen-
erates the information of OB transmission/reception scheduling
in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 shows the OB connection assignment
matrix of a frame at the transmitters of the four pods according
to the interpod bandwidth assignment matrix shown in Fig. 6.
A number x in an OB position means that the OB has been
assigned to the connection to pod x. λ

(k)
i is the frame on the λi

wavelength channel of the kth fiber ring of the OB multiring.
Fig. 8 shows the tuning settings of the receivers of the four pods
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according to the OB connection assignment matrix shown in
Fig. 7. A number λy in an OB position of the row Fk of Pod i
means that an OBSC of Pod i connected to fiber ring k should
tune to wavelength channel λy in that OB position to retrieve
that data.

In the previous discussion, every OB connection serves as a
dynamic circuit, i.e., a connection-oriented approach is adopted.
The proposed multirings can provide connectionless transmis-
sion services to interpod communications with some modifica-
tions to the architecture of Fig. 3. Although the connectionless
services may offload some bursty traffic from the core switches,
the advantage may not be justified after taking considerations
into account such as scalability and sophisticated scheduling
required in the pods. As an illustration, let us assume the case of
minimum modification, i.e., each pod sends data to its own dedi-
cated wavelength channel. Since a pod schedules data transmis-
sions OB by OB, there must be enough fiber delay lines (FDLs)
between the λc transceiver (not shown in Fig. 3 of this paper)
and those transceivers in Fig. 3 to compensate for the computa-
tional time required in the OB by OB medium access control,
i.e., similar to that of other proposed packet-switched WDM
rings [25]–[28]. As a pod has to handle issues such as band-
width assignment fairness and quality of services locally OB
by OB, more powerful hardware and sophisticated scheduling
will therefore be required. Moreover, the accumulated latency
of data transmissions caused by the FDLs will grow propor-
tionally with the number of pods on the rings. Scalability is a
problem because up to a thousand pods may be supported by
the proposed OB rings.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND

EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

A. Scalability

The proposed OB rings can provide excellent scalability to
the interpod communications in both transmission bandwidth
and number of pods being supported. The interpod transmis-
sion bandwidth available to a pod, says Pod i, is equal to
f × wi × B bps, where wi is the number of dedicated wave-
length channels assigned to Pod i per fiber ring, and B is the
bandwidth of the C-Txs and B-Rxs in Fig. 3. While B depends
on the design of the transmitters/receivers, one can assign more
transmission bandwidth to a pod by increasing wi and f . Since
each pod should have at least one dedicated wavelength channel
for transmission, it may not be feasible to assign a large wi to
pods if the number of pods n is also large. Note that n can be
even larger than the total number of wavelength channels avail-
able in a fiber ring and we will discuss the possible solutions
in the next paragraph. As shown in Fig. 3, however, a pod can
easily connect to a large number of rings depending mainly on
the space available in the pod and the level of integration of the
optical devices in the OBSCs and OBLCs. Assuming f = 20,
wi = 1, and B = 25 Gbps, 500 Gbps transmission bandwidth
can be available to Pod i for the interpod communications. If the
number of wavelengths of each fiber is 80, then the proposed
OB rings will support up to a total of 40 Tbps interpod traffic.

The proposed OB multiring may be required to interconnect
hundreds of pods in a data center. If the number of pods n is
larger than the total number of available wavelength channels
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Fig. 9. Equivalent Clos switching network blocking performance model for
the optical burst rings if the f rings are partitioned into groups of f1 and f2 rings
that are assigned to groups of h and n−h pods for their transmissions.

in a fiber ring, some pods will inevitably be assigned channels
of the same wavelengths. A possible solution is to alternatively
set the OBLCs of these pods into active and inactive states
in order to avoid OB contention while sharing the wavelength
channels. However, the bandwidth/connection assignment will
become rather complicate. A simpler solution is to partition the
fiber rings into different groups and assign them to groups of
pods for their transmissions. As a pod transmits OBs only to its
group of fiber rings, no OB contention will occur even if pods
in different groups of fiber rings have been assigned channels of
same wavelengths. Note that the OB receptions are independent
of the pod’s dedicated wavelength channels, i.e., a pod can still
receive OBs from all fiber rings even if it can transmit OBs
only to some rings. Fig. 9 shows the equivalent Clos switching
network blocking performance model for the OB rings if the f
rings are partitioned into groups of f1 and f2 rings that are as-
signed to groups of h and n−h pods for their transmissions. As
shown in Fig. 9, there are actually two independent rearrangable
nonblocking Clos switching networks, i.e., one with parameters
(f1 × t, f1 × t, h, f1 × t, n) and the second with (f2 × t, f2 × t,
n − h, f2 × t, n). The required extra computations for the
bandwidth/connection assignment will be negligible even if we
also need to periodically adjust the partition of the rings accord-
ing to interpod traffic status. Using the previous assumptions of
f = 20 fiber rings and t = 80 wavelength channels per fiber, in
principle, up to 1600 pods can be supported with the proposed
OB rings if the number of wavelength channels available in each
fiber ring is 80.

In terms of practical implementation, an OBLC will achieve
a similar port density with an LC because they have the simi-
lar functional modules, e.g., optical transceivers and electrical
framing/mapping/buffering ICs. Although OBSCs need some
additional space in a pod switch, it is estimated that the occu-
pied space of an OBSC with integrated FOBS will be one-fourth
of that of an OBLC or LC for the same supported capacity. For
instance, a product-level LC with around 40 mm× 200 mm front
dimension can support 200-Gb/s capacity (i.e., 20 × 10 G in-
terfaces), whereas the same-size OBSC can support add/drop of
800-Gb/s OB signals (i.e., the capacity of a fiber, 80λ× 10 Gb/s).
Since the interpod traffic is in general not more than a half of the
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total traffic, the occupied space of OBSCs is usually less than
one-eighth of that of all OBLCs and LCs. Therefore, the pod
switch based on our proposed scheme may be at most 10∼15%
larger than an existing pod switch today, while the required
quantities are similar, and the power consumption can be much
less. Nevertheless, the proposed burst multiring scheme will
reduce the number of core switches.

B. Throughput Loss Versus Traffic Stability

Hybrid optical/electrical switching improves the interpod
communications by offloading the long stationary interpod
traffic from the core switches to the optical circuit switches
[13]–[16]. Since the connection reconfiguration performance of
the optical switches is important for the operation, the through-
put loss versus traffic stability measurement is used to quan-
tify such performance of the optical switches in hybrid op-
tical/electrical switching [14], [20]. Assume that the interpod
traffic have a sudden change such that the optical circuit switches
need to reestablish all connections. Assume further that the to-
tal interpod traffic flow intensity remains unchanged and the
time gap between two traffic stability periods is negligible to an
electrical packet switch, the ratio of unavailable time T of the
connections to the length of the traffic stability period S repre-
sents the throughput loss of the optical connections that must be
handled by the electrical packet switches. There will be a 100%
throughput loss if T ≥S.

It has been reported that T comprises T1 the time for an op-
tical switch in processing the reconfiguration command, T2 the
reconfiguration time of optical switch, and T3 the time for a
receiver initialization after an optical signal loss. T1 can be as
small as 10 μs if simplified commands and field-programmable
gate array control circuit are used in its implementation [20].
Similarly, T3 can be reduced to 200 ns if advanced electrical
burst-mode devices are used. However, T2 may be up to tens of
millisecond for large port count optical switches, e.g., MEMS
optical switches. In the proposed OB rings, OBs instead of
wavelength channels are used to form the connections between
pods. In spite of this, the current version OB rings also do not
permit any OB transmission during the connection reconfigura-
tion period. OB rings also have throughput loss similar to hybrid
optical/electrical switching using optical circuit switches.

Fig. 10 shows the throughput loss of the OB rings caused
by connection reconfiguration under different traffic stability
periods and ring lengths. We also plot the throughput loss of
the hybrid optical/electrical switching using fast optical MEMS
switches with T1 = T3 = 0 and T2 = 1 and 5 ms. Note that the
connection reconfiguration period of the OB rings has length of
twice a fiber ring circulation time. In the figure, the curves with
squares and diamonds are the throughput loss of the OB rings
with ring lengths of 2000 and 10 000 m, respectively. Assuming
an interpod distance of 10 m and hundreds of pods, the OB
rings will have ring length from 2000 to 10 000 m. Even with
ring length of 10 000 m, the OB rings can have throughput loss
smaller than 3% if the interpod traffic stability period is longer
than 0.01 s. The hybrid optical/electrical switching using optical
circuit switches cannot achieve such performance even if fast
MEMS optical switches with switching time of 1 and 5 ms are
used (the dashed curves with triangles and crosses).
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Fig. 10. Throughput loss of the optical burst rings caused by connection
reconfiguration under different traffic stability periods and ring lengths.

C. Flexibility of Bandwidth Provisioning

As the minimum bandwidth provisioning unit is an OB, the
bandwidth utilization flexibility of OB rings can be much supe-
rior to the hybrid optical/electrical switching with optical circuit
switches. Such flexibility can significantly reduce the system
cost and improve performance in many occasions. For ease of
discussion, we define NOB and Nλ as the number of transceivers
required at a pod for the interpod communications when our OB
rings and optical circuit switches are used, respectively. One
can easily observe that NOB will be smaller than Nλ in many
situations, for example, a pod is sending uniform interpod traffic
to all other pods. To demonstrate this, we further define BWOB
and BWλ as the transmission bandwidth available from an OB
connection and from a wavelength channel connection of the
optical circuit switches, respectively. For an OB frame of t OBs,
we have t × BWOB ≤BWλ since BWOB = B × (Tframe /t –
Tg )/Tframe , where B (= BWλ) is the transceiver bandwidth,
Tframe is an OB frame period, and Tg is the overhead such as
the guard time between OBs and the control/synchronization
fields in OBs (refer to Fig. 4). Assuming that the long stationary
interpod traffics are with flow intensity of mi,j sending from
Pods i to j, we will have the Nλ =

∑
j �=i �mi,j /BWλ� if we

assume that the hybrid optical/electrical switching have to han-
dle all stationary interpod traffic flows regardless of how small
the flow intensity is. With similar assumptions, we have

NOB =
⌈

1
t

∑

j �=i

�mi,j /BWOB�
⌉

.

Let δi be the total outgoing interpod traffic flow intensity from
a pod. Under uniform interpod traffic assumption, we have δi =
δ for i = 1, . . ., n, and mi,j = δ/(n−1) for all i �= j. We observe
that for most δ, NOB is smaller than Nλ.

Fig. 11 shows the required number of transceivers at a pod for
OB rings under different uniform interpod traffic flow intensities
if the number of pods n = 64 and OB frame length = 250 μs.
In the figure, Nλ = 63 (the dotted line) and NOB increases in
proportion to δ. In a large range of δ (δ < 54), NOB is smaller
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than Nλ even if there is an overhead Tg = 300 ns (the curves
with crosses and asterisks). Apart from reducing Tg , we can
have smaller NOB by using large OBs but it also decreases t,
the number of available OB connections, e.g., the curve with
circles.

Note that a hybrid optical/electrical switching may install a
smaller number (<Nλ) of transceivers. In such occasion, some
interpod traffic flows have to route to their destinations through
the core switches if optical circuit switches are used. On the other
hand, OB rings can still handle the interpod traffic smoothly if
the traffic flow intensity does not exceed the permitted value,
e.g., δ < 25 for 30 transceivers.

D. Experimental Demonstration

A simplified experiment has been carried out to verify the
interpod traffic transmission and switching via an OB ring.
The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 12. A 10 GE sig-
nal was generated from a network test instrument (SmartBits),
with about 3.5% of the traffic tagged VLAN ID 2 and about 2%
of the traffic tagged VLAN ID 3, respectively. Then, it was fed
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Fig. 13. BER measurements of the 10 GE signal extracted from corresponding
optical burst signals (as shown in insets).

into an LC in Pod 1. The traffic monitoring function was not
implemented in the experiment at this moment. Instead, all the
10 GE traffic was delivered to the OBLC via the backplane, and
was then mapped and framed into a 10-Gb/s OB signal. The
10 GE packets with VLAN ID 2 were mapped into three OBs
(OB1, 2, 5), while the packets with VLAN ID 3 were mapped
into two OBs (OB3, 4), which were destined for Pods 2 and 3,
respectively. The OB signal had a frame length of 250 μs, and
every frame consisted of 80 OBs. It was coupled into the OB
ring via the OBSC. At Pods 2 and 3, OB signals encapsulating
pseudorandom binary sequence data were also coupled onto the
ring.

The insets of Fig. 13 show the photodetected waveforms of
the OB signal sent from Pod 1, dropped at Pod 2, and further
dropped at Pod 3, respectively, which verifies that the FOBS
functioned well. The guard time between the OBs was about
300 ns, and it can be further reduced by adopting VOA array
or switches with a higher switching speed. Bit error rate (BER)
measurements in Fig. 13 reveal that the service signal restored
from the dropped OBs had negligible power penalty.

IV. CONCLUSION

As emerging services such as social networking and data
mining are increasingly important, it leads to the interpod traf-
fic occupying a large percentage of the total traffic inside the
network of a data center. In this paper, we propose a novel
scheme to improve the interpod communications by additionally
interconnecting the pods by multiple OB rings, which offers
high interpod transmission bandwidth (e.g., 40 Tb/s) and sup-
ports a large number of pods (e.g., 1600 pods). When compared
with other hybrid optical/electrical switching schemes of using
centralized optical switches such as MEMS and/or WSSs, our
proposed scheme offers much shorter connection reconfigura-
tion time and has much better bandwidth utilization. We have
investigated the network architecture and determined a conve-
nient OB assignment method based on Clos network equiva-
lence. The performance analysis showed that the throughput
loss with our proposed scheme was greatly reduced, and the
number of required transceivers was reduced significantly. Last
but not the least, the proposed OB rings only employ relatively
low-cost commercial optical components, making it practical for
near-term implementations. We have carried out an experiment
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to demonstrate the physical-layer feasibility of our proposed
scheme.
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